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Istanbul saturated with
shopping marts: report

March 8, 2013

Istanbul (Dunya) - A saturation point has been
reached in the building of shopping malls in Istanbul,
but there is great demand for new sites in the cities of Anatolia, according to a report submitted to
the 5th Shopping Centers Investment Conference
in Istanbul on Wednesday. At the end of 2012, Turkey had 299 shopping complexes.
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Miniature fantasyland
draws young and old
Visitors to Istanbul’s
Miniaturk, a vast culture
and amusement park,
can stroll by small
replicas of Turkey’s
heritage sites.
By Metin Demirsar
Istanbul (Dunya) - It is a warm,
sunny winter afternoon in Sutluce, on the upper reaches of the
Golden Horn here, and hundreds of Turkish and foreign
families are touring Miniaturk,
a huge culture and amusement
park with small replicas of the
country’s heritage sites.
The outdoor park, the
biggest of its kind in the world,
contains models of Turkey’s
most visited sites, such as the
Blue Mosque and the Haghia
Sophia Basilica, the Mausoleum of Kemal Ataturk, the
Fairy Chimneys of Cappadocia,
Istanbul Ataturk Airport and
the Sumela Monastery in Trabzon.
Miniaturk is a child’s paradise.
Each structure - there are
110 models in all - is done in
1/25th of its original size, and
visitors, even children, tower
over the sites as if they personify Gulliver bestriding Lilliput.
In addition to the replica
sites, toy electric model trains
run up and down tiny winding
rail tracks in the huge park. In
another area, electric operated
model automobiles, trucks and
buses, resembling Dinky Toys,
speed along a modern motorway
with tunnels. A chidren’s park
with chutes and ladders and
seesaws also exists at the site.
Some 57 of the models are
from Istanbul, while 51 are

Visitors stroll by mosques, historic
buildings and temples at the
Miniaturk open air culture park,
where small replicas of famous sites
have been built.

from Anatolia. Twelve are
from the Ottoman territories,
such as the humpbacked
Mostar Bridge in Bosnia, that
are today located outside
Turkey in the Balkans and the
Middle East.
Owned and operated by Istanbul Metropolitan Municipality’s Kultur A.S., which also
runs the city’s Panorama 1453
Historic Museum in Zeytinburnu, and the Yerebatan Underground Cistern, across from
Saint Sophia, the park opened
to visitors in May 2003, following a $10 million investment.
World’s largest
Belgium, England, Austria,
Germany, Italy, Switzerland, Israel Spain and Holland host

miniature parks. But Miniaturk,
which covers an area of 60,000
square meters, is the world’s
biggest.
The models are built on
15,000 square meters of land.
The park also has 40,000 meters of open space and 3,500
square meters of covered area
which includes two gift shops,
a restaurant, and the Glass Museum.
A Museum of the Turkish
National War of Independence
with small figurines of soldiers
and farmers, displays a battle
scene with the sound of roaring
guns in the background.
Some 2,000 square meters
is devoted to pools and waterways, where automatically operated miniature ferry boats

ply the shores. Additional space
is reserved for potential future
models.
The models, we are told,
were made in 13 workshops,
10 of which are located in
Turkey. Yildiz Technical University in Istanbul and Nine of
September University in Izmir
also contributed to the production of the models, which
are composed of industrial
strength plastic-based material, which makes them sturdy,
long-lasting and capable of
testing all kinds of weather.
Lost civilizations
Among the models are
replicas of buildings of many
bygone cultures and civilizations, such as the recreations of

the Mausoleum of Halicarnassus, one of the Seven Wonders
of the Ancient World; the Temple of Artemis in Ephesus; the
Ajyad Castle, in the Muslim
holy city of Mecca, in Saudi
Arabia; and the ruins of Mt.
Nemrut, in Adiyaman in southeastern Turkey.
Other models that can be
seen are: the magnificent 16th
century Selimiye Mosque in
Edirne; the Rumeli Hisarı
fortress, built by the Turks
along the European shores of
the Bosphorus prior to their
conquest of Istanbul in 1453;
the 20-dome Ulu Cami (Grand
Mosque) and the Green Tomb
of Bursa; Aspendos, one of the
world’s best preserved Roman
Amphitheaters. The site is located in Antalya province.
They also include replicas of
the Haydarpaşa Rail Terminal
and the Main Post Office building in Istanbul, the Grand National Assembly in Ankara and
the futuristic Yapi Kredi Bank
Banking Center in Gebze, as
well as the Venetian Galata Tower in Istanbul’s Beyoglu district.
“Special attention was paid
to include every civilization
that ruled in and around Anatolia and left their mark,” the
Miniaturk web site said. The
park traces the 3,000-year history of Anatolia from the Hittites to the Greeks and Romans
and from the Seljuk Turks to
the Ottomans and the modern
Turkish Republic.
The park is divided into
three parts, covering Anatolia,
Istanbul and the former Ottoman provinces.
A board, headed by Ottoman historians Ilber Ortayli
and Ahmet Haluk Dursun selected the architectural works
to be exhibited.

Stress Rehabilitation
at Umraniye Prison

By Mina Ercel
Istanbul (Dunya) - Last week in Istanbul’s
Umraniye Prison, a teacher from Denmark
conducted a stress management and rehabilitation training course (SMART)
with 40 prisoners. The prison program
was applied for the first time in Turkey.
According to Jakob Lund, a worldrenowned instructor from Copenhagen
who has been teaching this program for
many years, Prison SMART is a practical
and effective stress management program mainly based on breathing techniques.
The program teaches prisoners to
deal more constructively with their often
deep-rooted feelings of fear, guilt, depression, despair and revenge. Feelings
such as rage, aggression and frustration
make way for enthusiasm and a positive
frame of mind.
“We focus on people who want to
change. Stress is the key to negative feelings and emotions thus reaction”, Mr.
Lund said. “With this course and breathing
techniques, the participants learn to contain feelings and deal with their own stress
and emotions with their own power.”
Prison SMART provides an increase in
self-confidence, strengthens human values
and reduces reliance on drugs. The prisoners learn skills to deal with future conflict and stressful situations successfully.
“All the energy you have which is destructive, but the same energy can be used
to be constructive” Mr. Lund asserted “It’s
also important to be aware that deep inside there is a spot that’s untouched by
‘bad things.’”
The SMART program aims to cut
through the cycle of violence as detainees

become more conscious of the consequences of their actions, take responsibility, and search for the solutions to
their problems within themselves rather
than in the outside world.
Thus the prison becomes an opportunity for self-reflection and the program lays the foundation for genuine rehabilitation and reintegration into society. The participants can make use of the
knowledge and the set of techniques
that they learn during the training for the
rest of their lives.
“One of the big problems is that when
you put people in prison, they come out
even angrier. I personally don’t care
whether they have killed somebody or
have stolen a bike. I focus on their potential - not on what they did, but on what
they do,” he says.
Jakob Lund came to Istanbul with the
assistance of a non-profit organization,
Ceza Infaz Sisteminde Sivil Toplum
Dernegi (Civil Society Association for
Penal Enforcement System), and its talented board of director Zafer Kirac.
“Overall I felt very much at home and welcome in Turkey and at the prison”, Mr.
Lund says. Transformation and state of
calmness and being at peace of the prisoners in Umraniye were significant! Umraniye T Type Prison Director Mehmet
Citak and E Type Director Haci Aydinc
gave Mr. Lund a warm welcome and invited him back to teach again and also to
the staff of the prisons.
Mr. Lund invites Turkish companies
to become more socially responsible and
create social awareness. “Avoiding crime
is not just putting people into jail, but
rather educating them so they do not
come back”, he says.

ISTANBUL, ANKARA AND IZMIR EVENTS
ISTANBUL
CONCERT
Markus
Stockhausen’s Trio
(Concert) The Lichlick Trio consists of Markus Stockhausen on trumpet
and flugelhorn, Angelo Comisso on
piano and synthesizer and Christian
Thom on drums and percussion; three
virtuoso musicians, who have a wide range of music experience. The quality of
their performances transcends genre categorization but can be characterized by
strong technique which allows them to
convey an innovative and personal musical thought in complete freedom. Although close to the feeling of jazz music
it can also be admired by the more classic or contemporary-minded listener.
(March 08, Borusan Music House,
21.30, Beyoglu, www.borusanmuzikevi.com)

Legendary Color
Tango
(Performance) Color Tango of
Roberto Alvarez is actually the most important Orchestra in the circle of ballroom dancing as much in Argentina as
in the rest of the world. Its 7 CD’s are
danced in all Tango dancings, winning
a sale record with special re-editions in
order to put them on sale directly in Europe. The principal dancing teachers
have choreographed the arrangements
and the versions of Color Tango of Roberto Alvarez using his CD¥s for teaching. The force of his accordions and
the vigorous and sentimental way of playing tango that all the musicians show,
captivate the dancers that fill the dance
floors everywhere the orchestra plays.
(March 08, Sisli Kent Sinemasi Cultural
Center, 20.30, Sisli)

Mabel Matiz
(Concert) One of Turkey’s newest music icons Mabel Matiz started
his music career in 2008 after having
started his long term collaboration with
Engin Akinci & Alper Gemici. His
much acclaimed debut album is released this year and attracted many
music fans all over Turkey. After performing in several clubs in Istanbul,
Mabel Matiz with his strong stage
show will be at Hayal Kahvesi in Taksim. (March 08, Hayal Kahvesi, Taksim, 22.30, www.hayalkahvesibeyoglu.com)

Kate Simko
(Concert) Kate Simko is a rising
star in the dance music world, owing in
no small part to the Chicago native’s ability to reoncile the best of her city’s rich
electronic music tradition with her own
idiosyncracies. Her background in composition has allowed her to carve her
own nice in the avant-garde dance scene, and her skills as a DJ have propelled her to the forefront of the international
party scene. (March 08, Indigo, 23.30,
Galatasaray, www.indigo-istanbul.com)

Mala in Cuba
(Concert) Dubstep master, DJ,
producer, label owner British artist Mala
is coming to Babylon for the second
time. Mala’s philosophy aims to achieve a frequency that connects people and
that includes peace. ëMala in Cuba’ is
a collaboration project created by contemporary artists from Havana and
Mala. Even though the album tells a story
from two very different islands: Cuba and
the UK, it acts as a bridge of cultures and
reaches for the roots of dubstep and Cuban music as improvisation and creativity are highly sensed at every beat.
(March 08, Babylon, 22.00, Beyoglu,
www.babylon.com.tr)

Mono
(Concert) Japanese instrumental
rock band Mono was formed in 2000
and the band’s live performances are
described as intense and dynamic. Mono’s music, mainly composed by band’s
lead guitarist Takaakira Goto, combine
guitar based acoustic tunes, minimalism
and noise. The Group’s sixth and last album For My Parents was released on
September 2012. The four-piece instrumental rock band gave concerts in
many countries including USA and Japan and shared the stage with Jim
O’Rourke, Tonic, Kinski and Black Dice.
(March 09, Salon IKSV, 21.30, Sishane,
www.saloniksv.com)

Erol Alkan
(Concert) Erol Alkan started playing
gigs at the tender young age of 12, invented and re-invented so many styles
and genres, influencing many of the
DJ’s we have come to love today. In his
early twenties he founded Trash night in
London, pioneered mash-ups and made
the alternative club culture just as well-respected as dance club culture. After a decade of an ever-growing phenomenon,
the London Trash nights ended, but
Erol’s sizzling beats and bass lines continue to conquer souls around the world

and tonight it’s time for the Istanbulites to
give in and surrender to his mesmerizing
DJ sets. (March 09, The Hall İstanbul,
22.00, Beyoglu, www.thehallistanbul.com)

Ayhan Sicimoglu &
Latin All Stars
(Concert) In this Ghetto classic,
Central America and Caribbean rhythms,
hip-hop and reggaeton come together
and unite with Turkish melodies in this
concert of Reggaeturkaton. Ayhan Sicimoğlu & Latin All STARS will be accompanied by renowned percussionist Rodrigo Rodriguez. There is also an
option of open buffet before the concert
begins. (March 09, Ghetto, Beyoglu,
www.ghettoist.net)

Martin Buttrich
(Concert) In the midst of a world
tour, Martin Buttrich continues to prove
that he is equally adept performing as he
is engineering. The German producer received a Grammy nomination for a Tori
Amos remix in 2003, and he continues
to get respect for (among other things)
the technical proficiency of his music—
mostly techno-house, but his experimental tendencies make generalizations
difficult. Despite his renown as an audiophile, he strives to remain in touch
with the gritty, human side of music.
(March 09, Indigo, 23.30, Galatasaray,
www.indigo-istanbul.com)

Disney Live! Mickey’s
Rockin’ Road Show
(Performance) Mickey, Minnie,
Donald, and Goofy embark on a comical road trip in search of the coolest acts
around for their upcoming talent show.
Along the way, hit a high note with Cinderella; get your bounce on with Tigger;
and shout out your loudest “yee-haw” at
a hoedown with Woody, Jessie and
Buzz Lightyear from Disney/Pixar’s Toy
Story. With its great music, striking choreography, and glamorous costumes,
this brand-new Disney show is waiting
for little audiences and their parents to
join them for an unforgettable road trip.
(March 09-10, Trump Towers Mall, Mecidiyekoy, 12.00 - 18:00)

EXHIBITION
Segment #3
(Exhibition) After the great interest
revolving around Segment #1 and #2, now
Borusan Contemporary Perili Köşk shelters Segment #3. More than forty artists’

works- including Liam Gillick, Eelco Brand,
Hannu Karjalainen, Chen Jiagang, Evrim
Kavcar, Nejat Sati, Lale Delibas, Nuri Bilge Ceylan and more- take place in this exhibition that appeals to different generations and cultures. The other exhibition titled SPOT ON #4 consists of Neon pieces
by François Morellet, who is known as a
neon artist, respectively. This exhibition not
only explores the past history of art, but
also questions the future through contemporary works. (Until May 26, Borusan
Contemporary, Baltalimani, www.borusancontemporary.com)

Husamettin Kocan
in “41 Steps”
(Exhibition) Renowned artist Husamettin Kocan’s “41 Steps” retrospective exhibition will be shown at the
Is Sanat Kibele Gallery. Showing the production process of Kocan, the exhibition will have everything from art from the
West, local culture, paintings, and sculptures. It will also be the debut of his metal sculptures. The title “41 Steps” represents the 41 exhibitions Kocan has
previously done. This one is divided into
sub groups for easier viewing, signifying
his various periods in life. Including larger than life size sculptures, mythological figures, and his cultural backlog, it’s
an exhibition you shouldn’t miss. (Until
March 30, Is Sanat Kibele Art Gallery, Levent, www.issanat.com.tr)

Beyond Borders
(Exhibition) Institut Français (French
Cultural Center) in Taksim is hosting
Mathias Depardon’s photography exhibition titled “Beyond Borders” starting
from January 18. Depardon won Bourse
du Talent prize in France in 2011 for his
photojournalism on immigrants from European borders. The award-winning photos of the artist focuses on the theme of
migration.(Until March 10, French Cultural Center, Taksim, www.ifturquie.org)

Skill of the Hand,
Delight of the Eye
(Exhibition) Since 1980, the Sadberk Hanim Museum has been collecting
the best examples of Ottoman period embroideries, creating a collection of exceptional diversity and breadth. Curated
by Hülya Bilgi and Idil Zanbak, the “Skill
of the Hand Delight of the Eye” exhibition, accompanied by a lavishly illustrated
exhibition catalogue, includes 167 textiles
of different types worked in a wide range of needlework techniques that illustrate the richness and diversity of the em-

broideries that were such an essential
part of Ottoman life. Through these selected pieces, visitors to the exhibition will
gain insight into the story of Ottoman embroideries between the 17th and early
20th centuries. (Until May 26, Sadberk
Hanim Museum, Sariyer, www.sadberkhanimmuzesi.org.tr)

Between Desert
and Sea
(Exhibition) This exhibition features a collection from artists of different
generations from Arabic countries near
the Mediterranean Sea such as Algeria,
Egypt, Jordan, Libya, Lebanon, Morocco, Palestine, Syria, and Tunisia. Under
the coordination of the Jordan National
Gallery of Fine Arts, paintings, illustrations, gravure, ceramics, sculpture, and
installation of contemporary Arabic art
are explored. (Until April 21, Pera Museum, Beyoglu, www.peramuzesi.org.tr)

On Alienation /
Estrangement
(Exhibition) The works of around
40 different artists are exhibited here,
connected by the idea of alienation
and estrangement. This has been one
of the most encountered problems of humankind during and since the twentieth
century that arrived with the development of science and critical thinking. Curated by Billur Tansel, this theme is explored through suggestions offered by different international artists using video installation, sculpture, painting and texture.
(Until May 13, Elgiz Contemporary Art
Museum, Maslak, www.proje4l.org)

Prix Pictet Showing
(Exhibition) This special viewing
of the “Prix Pictet,” one of the most important photography prizes in the world.
The prize aims to show how photography can raise public awareness of environmental and social challenges. This
yearís exhibition focuses on the theme
of power and will travel throughout the
world. (Until April 28, Istanbul Museum
of Modern Art, Karakoy, www.istanbulmodern.org)

ANKARA
Gokhan Tepe
(Concert) Born in Istanbul, Gokhan
Tepe completed his secondary, high
school and university education in Istan-

bul Technical University Turkish Music State Conservatory. He got master’s degree
in Halic University Conservatory Department. He made his first composition at his
secondary school years and stepped
into professional music life in 1996 with
his first album (Untie Me). He also took part
in several TV serials since 2000 and continues his music career. The 6th album of
Tepe’s music career took its place in music markets with label of Sony Music. This
was also a celebration of the 15th year of
his music career. (March 09, Jolly Joker,
22.00, www.jjankara.com)

of traditional Turkish and modern musical instruments, including the oud, baglama, kemenche, qanun and guitar.
Many of their lyrics are based on poems
of critically acclaimed contemporary
Turkish poets. Diverse combination
produces a broad range of Turkish
and Mediterranean melodies, incorporating themes of Anatolian and Byzantine cultures. Yeni Turku’s blend of traditional and ethnic songs appeals to all
generations and cross-cultural audiences. (March 08, Zeus Bar, 23.30,
www.zeusrockbar.com)

Gunther von Hagens’
Body Worlds

Duman at Izmir
Arena

(Exhibition) Seen by more than 30
million people around the globe, Body
Worlds, like no other exhibition in the
world, changes the way we see ourselves. The trailblazing German scientist and
physician, Dr. Gunther von Hagens, presents more than 200 authentic human
specimens transformed into plastinates
through a conservation process called
Plastination. Body Worlds invites the visitor to navigate the inner terrains and outer borders of the human landscape.
Body Worlds is an unforgettable encounter with humankind as well as with oneself. Gunther von Hagens’ Body Worlds
exhibitions are the only public anatomical displays that stem from an established Body donation program and use donated bodies. (Kentpark AVM,
www.bodyworlds-ankara.com)

(Concert) Rock band Duman combines elements of traditional Turkish folk
music with modern rock. Duman consists of Kaan Tangoze (vocals and
rhythm guitar), Batuhan Mutlugil (lead
guitar and backing vocals), and Ari Barokas (bass guitar and backing vocals)
and Cengiz Baysal drums). Duman released their first album, in 1999 and second in 2002. Both albums achieved
great success in Turkey and carried the
new generation of Turkish rock bands
to the mainstream. In 2004, Duman did
something new as they released their live
concert in DVD format. After a 4 year gap
between their last album “Seni Kendime
Sakladim”, they have released not one
but two albums simultaneously. These
two albums are self-titled “Duman I” and
Duman II”. (March 08, Izmir Arena,
21.00, www.izmirarena.com)

Wedding fair
(Fair) Wedding Ankara 2013 will be
held at ATO Congressium between
March 7 and 10. The exhibitors will help
Brides and Grooms-to-be plan the wedding of their dreams. The exhibitors include bridal fashion companies and designers, shoes, photographers, wedding
planners, travel agencies for the best honeymoon destinations, invitations, catering, jewelry and much more. The fair will
take place concurrently with Ev Tekstili
(Home Textile) and ZYC-Zuccaciye (Glassware) fairs. (www.ankaradugunfuari.com)

IZMIR
An old group but
new melodies
(Concert) Yeni Turku is one of the
best selling and best-known bands in
Turkey formed in 1978. Their musical
style is characterized by a combination

Zakkum
(Concert) The rock band Zakkum
started by performing an amazing stage
show and successful cover versions of
modern rock bands such as Placebo,
Suede, The Smiths, Depeche Mode etc.
Vocalist Yusuf Demirkol and drummer
Cem Senyucel formed the main staff while the other group members changed frequently through years. In 2006, last lineup arose with the joining of bassist Emre
Yilmazturk and guitarist Eren Parlakgümüş. Zakkum released their first album
“Zehr-i Zakkum” in January, 2007. The
band released their second album “13”
celebrating their 13th year on stage after
a 4 year period. All the lyrics are written
by Cem Senyucel, compositions by Yusuf Demirkol and Eren Parlakgumus. Zakkum’s unique style among its compeers,interesting interpretation and strong
musical background seems to project
their way to a wide success. (March 08,
Ooze Venue, 23.00, www.ooze-venue.com)

